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The fly compound eye has been an important
system to study structure, function and development. By
contrast, the simple eyes (ocelli) have received

considerably less attention. Papers on ocelli, few and far
between, address electrophysiology (Hu et aI., 1978),
input into phototaxis (Miler et at., 1981), visual

pigment (Feiler et aI., 1988; Pollock and Benzer, 1988) and ultrastrcture (Stark et aI., 1989). The purpose of this study is
to take advantage of newly-generated strains of Drosophila which exhibit position effect variegation in the compound
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eye to demonstrate mosaicism in ocelli. A second purpose is to describe how to optimize viewing of ocellar pigmentation.
Two lines of fles with "salt and pepper" vs. "large patch" mosaicism in the compound eye were described by Lu et al.
(1996); they are respectively In(3L)BLl, here dubbed "BLl", and Tp(3;Y)BL2 ("BL2"). Mosaicism has been useful in our
studies of compound eye development and autonomy of gene expression (Antoine et al., 1983; Harris and Stark, 1977;
Stark et aI., 1988; Stark et al., 1981); Ready et al. (l976) initiated use of eye color mosaicism in developmental analyses
which has been widely applied since.

Traditionally, pigmentation in ocelli is visualized in a dissection microscope with incident ilumination;
pigmentation is subtle with such viewing in ocelli (between arrows) of wild type (A). An Optronics color CCD camera
and an MC1 black and white CCD 72 camera coupled with Image Pro Plus and Pagemaker operating on a PC (IBM
clone) facilitated viewing and "photography." The same head viewed with transmitted light provided by a dark-field
illuminator makes the pigmentation more obvious (B). Ocellar pigmentation is even better imaged in wild-type fles by
fixing flies to a microscope slide, iluminating through the head with a narow beam of transmitted light and viewing
through the ocellar lenses with a 40x oil immersion objective (C). Ultrastrctural studies (Stark et aI., 1989) showed that
ocellar pigmentation is located proximally (but distal to the axon) within photoreceptor cells; this results in the cup-like
appearance on the medial edges (in C). Corresponding images from white-eyed fles without ocellar pigmentation are
shown (D-F). An example of the striking large patch mosaicism in the BL2 compound eye is shown (G). Ocellar
pigmentation in BL2, if present, is not clear (H) even with the ilumination used above for wild-type fles (B). An ocellus
of a wild-type fly is shown (I and J) to show how we further improved our visualization of ocellar pigmentation. With a
100x oil immersion objective, the cup-shaped ocellar pigmentation is obvious with white light (I). However, the same
ocellus appears uniformly dark when we optimized our viewing with a blue (480 nrn) interference fiter placed in the
beam (J); eye color pigments absorb blue light well (Stark, 1973). Applied to the analysis of BL2, white light yields
insufficient contrast (K) while blue light shows medium and large pigmented patches in BL2 reared at room temperature
(L). When viewed from the side using blue light, large patch mosaicism in another ocellus is clear (M). The salt and
pepper mosaicism in the compound eyes of BLl is shown in several micrographs (N and 0). As with BL2, ocellar
pigmentation in BLl is diffcult to discern even with dark field ilumination in a dissecting microscope (P). Mosaicism of

ocellar pigmentation is obvious in the ocelli of BLl fles reared at 25°C when viewed at higher magnification. Viewed
with white light (Q) or blue light (R), many small pigmented patches are seen with straight-through viewing and a 100x
oil immersion objective. In a different fly reared at room temperature and viewed from the edge with blue light, only a

few pigmented patches are seen (S). Reared at l8°C, very few pigmented patches were seen in ocelli of BLl or BL2.
Thus, both stocks showed a direct correlation of numbers of pigmented patches with temperature, expected from the
literature (Gowen and Gay, 1934). Our images of discrete pigmentation in a white background imply for ocelli what is
well-known for the compound eye, namely that ommochrome pigmentation is autonomous to the celL.
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The genetic study of X-chromosome
rearrangements shows that the nucleolus organizer is
responsible for a correct X-chromosome disjunction
(Gershenson, 1933; Cooper, 1964; Appels and
Hiliker, 1982; McKee and Lindsley, 1987). The

insertions of parts of ribosomal RNA genes in X
-chromosome with deleted nucleolus organizer show that 240 bp ofIGS contains almost all necessary information for this
disjunction.

The autosome disjunction gives a more complex picture. The data of McKee et al. (1993) about the absence of
heterochromatin participation in pairing is contrary to our results (Omelyanchuk and Volkova, 1994). Despite the
noncompetitive nature of Dp(2;Y) element pairing (McKee et al., 1993), we had found a case (Omelyanchuk and
Volkova, 1994), where pairing does not obey this rule. Here we would like to give the evidence ofFRT-site insertion in


